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Safety training is about more than meeting regulatory requirements — it’s about keeping your 
employees safe and preventing as many incidents and accidents as possible. To properly manage your 
safety performance, you need the right tools.

Mitigate more operational risks 
and identify safety improvement 
opportunities 

UL’s learning management system (LMS), PureSafety® 
powered by LearnShare®, coupled with our award-winning 
safety training library, helps you improve safety and 
health, while maintaining productivity.

With PureSafety, you’ll find it easy to define training 
requirements to ensure that each person receives the 
appropriate instruction, based  on job role, location and 
more. 

For employees who require OSHA 10- and 30-hour 
training, PureSafety is one of the only OSHA-authorized 
online training providers on the market.

With PureSafety you benefit from:

• Provides a modern learning experience, including 
video, live, and virtual instruction. 

• Traditional learning modalities such as SCORM, 
assessments, and read and sign.

• A mobile friendly LMS, which runs on virtually any 
device.

• Interactive dashboards, reports, manager tools and 
automated notifications.

• Rapid implementation.
• Safety library courses ready to use right off-the-shelf, 

or you can modify them and add your own courses 
and third-party content to your library.

• Our QR code feature allows you to provide job aids 
and safety tips to people on the job.

• The ability to award portable, digital badges for 
completion of safety training.

• Easy integration with other systems, such as HR 
and document management systems and business 
intelligence tools.
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Online safety course library

Give your employees the opportunity to attain the skills and 
knowledge they need to help them be productive and safe on the 
job. Collaborate with UL to provide your employees with e-learning 
content from regulatory-based safety training to employee health 
best practices and more.

UL can help you meet your organization’s training needs with 
our comprehensive, up-to-date library of hundreds of online EHS 
topics. Select courses from UL’s EHS catalog, modify our existing 
off-the-shelf trainings or let us create custom content to meet your 
organization’s objectives.

To learn more about UL’s course content, please visit here.

http://UL.com/resources/apps/ehs-online-safety-training-courses 
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Stay on top of your 
organization’s safety 
standing with PureSafety

PureSafety’s dashboards show 
your organization’s history of 
completing assignments on time 
and its current standing in terms of 
meeting required training deadlines. 
Its interactive features let you 
quickly uncover the root causes of 
problems or successes. For example, 
while comparing multiple facilities, 
you might discover that a specific 
plant has an excessive amount of 
overdue training. Filtering down 
to that plant, you might see that 
the problem is isolated to people 
in a specific department. Or, by 
viewing a trend chart, you might 
notice that after a long history of 
meeting training deadlines on time, 
performance has slipped in recent 
months. The charts and graphs in 
a dashboard can be exported into 
PDF, Excel and PowerPoint formats 
in order to support presentations.

How can you make the 
most of our extensive 
video content?

In today’s world, informative video 
is everywhere: on your company’s 
network, on YouTube and even on 
people’s phones. With PureSafety, 
you and your employees can 
learn in new ways to maximize 
effectiveness. Rely on PureSafety to 
help you:

• Upload videos and turn them 
into assignable learning 
resources.

• Automatically transcribe, closed 
caption and translate into 
multiple languages in order to 
make videos useful to people 
from a variety of backgrounds.

• Provide searchable transcripts 
to let users quickly find 
the content they need. For 
example, if you offer an hour-
long video from your recent 
safety workshop, a user can 
quickly jump ahead to the 

part in which ladder safety is 
demonstrated.

• Link videos from YouTube, 
Vimeo and other sources and 
assign them to learners, along 
with completion tracking.

• Assure employees a high-
performance video streaming 
experience no matter where 
they are with PureSafety’s 
international content delivery 
network (CDN) of locations. 

Learn more about how to 
develop a culture of health and 
safety in partnership with UL.

Visit: UL.com/puresafety
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